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Re:framing visual communication design methods as 
translation: analysing and representing qualitative 
interview-based research 
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Visual communication design academics engaged in changing practices from 

design to scholarship often struggle with how to translate their professional 

knowledge and skills to scholarly practices, such as analysing qualitative data and 

reporting research findings. This process is complicated by the institutional 

positioning of an emergent practice-oriented discipline with a visual 

communication focus within the contemporary university, which is increasingly 

governed by audit systems that determine and constrain what constitutes legitimate 

scholarship. While the design academics I have interviewed often use their 

professional modes of working to inform their research, and particularly, for 

interpreting and representing research outcomes, very little of this translational 

work is documented. While there is a growing literature on design research, there 

is a paucity of information explicitly describing how visual communication design 

methods can be used to translate the analysis of qualitative text-based research 

data and its representation in scholarly publications.  

The methodological explication this paper presents renders this translation visible 

through a description of my own experience writing my doctoral dissertation. I 

describe and illustrate how visual communication design methods, ordinarily 

employed in professional design practice, translate the analysis of qualitative 

interview-based research data and its representation for publication. I report on 

the design methods I used to visually map analytical categories in a research 

interview transcript and the visual representation of this analysis in ’zine format in 

my dissertation. 

Keywords : qualitative research methodology, visual communication design, 

interview analysis, ’zine, word and image representation, visual map 



 

Knowledge production in emergent practice-oriented disciplines such as design is often positioned 

in binaristic relations, for example, practical/research, visual/textual, and professional/scholarly. 

Either/or divisions such as these problematically reinforce institutional and disciplinary boundaries 

around what constitutes professional and scholarly work in design. This is further complicated as 

design academics moving from practice to academia are required to learn new skills, such as 

scholarly writing, to undertake, analyse and publish research despite recent international shifts to 

non-traditional artefact-based research output. Design practitioners undertaking research in 

university settings often engage in what I am calling translational work by using visual 

communication design methods to conduct and represent qualitative research data analysis. That is, 

I propose they utilize, rather than lose, their professional design skills, knowledge and processes to 

undertake and publish research in written modes, the impact of which is strengthened through 

design methods. Yet these methods are rarely explicitly described and acknowledged as legitimate 

methodological approaches to qualitative research data analysis and its representation. I argue that 

such translational work needs to be recognised as legitimate scholarly practice in the contemporary 

university, which is the institutional location for a broad range of practice-oriented professional 

disciplines, as well as design.  

This paper addresses the gap in the methodological literature on qualitative research that results in 

reference to visual communication design methods as alternative (visual) ways of generating 

empirical data being primarily analysed in traditional social science or humanities style written 

modes. By focusing on how design methods can be used in the analysis and representation of text-

based qualitative research data, the paper also addresses the gap in the design research literature 

that either focuses on research methods for visual communication (Kenney 2009), the use of visual 

modes such as film and photography to generate empirical research data (Buur et al. 2010; Pink 

2001; Reeves 2011; Ruby 2005) or the use of design methods to visually map complex research 

findings to a range audiences (Erwin 2011).  

In this paper, I draw on my own experience, as a design academic writing a traditional doctoral 

research dissertation to address the problem of managing large sets of data generated through 

qualitative interview-based research. My research comprised open-ended qualitative individual, 

paired and group interviews, which I digitally recorded and transcribed. Proficient in visual analysis 

but new to qualitative data analysis and scholarly writing, I struggled to work productively with the 

transcript generated from one of these interviews while analysing the data. The problem for me, as 

an academic changing my professional practice from design to scholarship, was how to manage 

the large set of data the transcript comprised. Specifically, how could I work with the text-based 

transcript to identify analytical categories across the entire interview, while linking specific topics 

that were woven throughout? As designer, researcher and author, how could I use my professional 

visual communication design skills, knowledge and methods to analyse the data so that I could 

write a coherent and persuasive narrative that also reported the research findings?  

This paper describes the visual communication design methods I used in my dissertation to 

translate the analysis and representation of a research transcript. It is structured to first outline the 

theoretical and methodological framings, briefly explicate the research context, describe and 

illustrate how I used design methods to analyse data through mapping processes, and how the 

analysis was translated to ’zine format. The paper concludes by drawing some more general 

conclusions about how professional practitioners new to qualitative research, such as designers, 

may contribute methodological innovations to knowledge production processes beyond disciplinary 

boundaries.  

My approach to generating, analysing and reporting qualitative interview-based research data in my 

doctoral dissertation is informed by feminist (Richardson 1997, 2000) and post-structuralist 

(Scheurich 1995) epistemologies. While different, these epistemological positions are often brought 



 

together and they share assumptions about research texts. First, these perspectives understand 

research texts as being jointly produced by researcher and researched, and as co-constructions of 

their interaction in, for example, an interview, are neither neutral nor objective. Second, that 

research texts are (re)presentations of people’s lived experiences as performed in research 

interactions, and are thus interpretations rather than representations of universal ‘truths’. Third, 

through the co-constructed textual practice of generating and writing research texts, meaning is 

contested and what is produced is an interpretation. By foregrounding certain parts and 

backgrounding or omitting other parts in the analysis and ‘writing up’ of data analysis, the 

researcher interprets people’s tales of their experience as one of many possible interpretations. In 

turn, as people tell stories about the events they have lived through in research interviews, they 

‘add to’ these experiences as a way of making sense of what happened. Taussig (1993) refers to 

these additions as ‘excess’, and the value of excess in research data is that it often sparks new 

insights into people’s lives that may contribute to new knowledge. 

The visual communication design methods I used to analyse the data and represent this analysis 

draw on methodological adaptations of literary practices to research that blur the distinction 

between fiction and non-fiction, such as ghostwriting (Bower 2009, 2010; Clerke 2009; Rhodes 

2000; Rhodes & Brown 2005). Rhodes (2000) uses ghostwriting as an interview-based research 

methodology to analyse and represent alternative accounts of people’s experiences of 

organisational change to trouble the idea that research writing can unproblematically represent the 

social world (Rhodes & Brown 2005, p. 469). For Rhodes, research methodologies that collapse the 

distinction between fact and fiction draw attention to research texts as interpretations (p. 467), 

which implies a heightened sense of responsibility for the researcher-author. In other words, 

researchers have an ethical responsibility for the textual choices they make to mindfully represent 

both themselves and also the people about whom they write.   

Drawing on Richardson, Rhodes (2000) claims that as research is a form of textual practice, 

researchers are ‘textual practitioners’ (p. 513). Through writing, researchers speak about and also 

for the people they study, and ‘bestow meaning and promulgate values’ (p. 513) in the process of 

inscribing their lives in research texts. In other words, researchers produce interpretations of the 

world in which their participants inhabit. Rhodes argues that through ghostwriting, the social activity 

of interviewing is acknowledged as a ‘situated and context-dependent performance practice’ (p. 

514) that textualises experience rather than produces ‘true’ accounts of experience. The 

ghostwritten text becomes ‘both a description and a component part of the practices it refers 

to...[while] the texts construct rather than discover the world’ (p. 514). Research texts thus perform 

an interpretive function, and through their textual practices, researchers produce texts that perform 

as representations of the ‘lived realities’ of the people for whom they purport to speak.  

My use of visual communication design methods was inspired by Richardson’s (1997) textual play 

in writing for and about how she co-produced research texts, and guided by Rhodes’ experimental 

approach to research methodologies that ghostwriting represents. In doing so, I address Rhodes’ 

question, how is it possible to account for fictionality in research texts and what does it mean to 

account for it in different (visual) ways? Motivated by my desire to engage with participants’ 

experiences as design academics, the design methods I employed acknowledge the constructed 

nature of research texts, as generated through specific research events organized by me for my 

doctorate. I argue that the use of these methods to mindfully translate the transcript data into a 

visual interplay between word and image, and researcher and researched, while also locating me 

as researcher and participant in the co-constructed text of my dissertation, constitutes an ethically 

responsible research practice. As it happened, I employed visual communication design methods 

out of sheer frustration during the analytical process because I could not ‘see’ the entire transcript 

at once, keep track of themes as they emerged, nor identify thematic shifts across the data set, as 

the following section explains. 

The context of the research on which this paper reports is a group interview in 2008 in which four 

design academics working together at an Australian university participated, that comprises one of 

three analysis chapters in my doctoral dissertation. Conceived as a five-hour workshop to produce 



 

individual and collective accounts of their experiences as design academics, the purpose was to 

reconceptualise design scholarship on the basis of how participants spoke about their academic 

work. Yet analysis proved cumbersome under the sheer volume of data: over 50,000 words, in 9pt 

type, no paragraph spacing, on 67 pages printed as double page spreads in landscape, on both 

sides of A4 paper. As I read the transcript, themes emerged, trailed off, backtracked and looped 

around as the workshop proceeded, while the conversational flow was interrupted by people talking 

at once, laughter and incidental noise, making it difficult to identify and link topics. While reading, I 

used coloured markers to highlight themes, as is common in qualitative data analysis, yet the 

designer in me couldn’t  ‘see’ the whole conversation in order to analyse parts of it, nor 

contextualise these parts to produce stable analytical categories around which my dissertation 

chapter could be structured. This was in contrast to how I, as both researcher and participant, could 

‘see’ the academics sitting at the table talking when I listened to the digital recordings of our 

conversation. The designer in me needed to translate the data from audio to visual mode, by using 

my design knowledge, skills and practices. 

In order to visualize the connection between topics while mapping the conversation into 

provisionally stable analytical categories, I sketched by hand colour-coded thumbnails of each 

double page of the transcript, similarly to how a designer might sketch thumbnails of page spreads 

in a multi-page publication, and added a timeline to mark meal breaks. Knowing that the handdrawn 

sketch was literally ‘a rough’ meant that I felt comfortable about moving things around, writing notes 

to myself and drawing lines to connect sections of the map while crossing out parts as they became 

irrelevant (see fig. 1). This process took some time. Like Sadokierski (2010), I immersed myself in 

the data through multiple readings and the coordinated activity between hand, pen and paper over 

time the multi-modal performance of reading and drawing represents. The translational work of 

handdrawing a map of the transcript that visually represented the analytical categories allowed me 

to ‘see’ connections between topics that generated new categories as I sketched. In other words, 

the visual communication processes I employed designing multi-page publications enabled me to 

‘read’ the qualitative text-based data differently. While maps have been used extensively in 

communication design to render complex, often quantitative and time-based information accessible 

to diverse audiences (see for example Jencks 2000), they differ from diagrammatic representations 

in two ways. In maps, data is presented in context, and is structurally organised as ‘a continuous 

navigable topography’ (Erwin 2011, pp. 1–2), yet very little is known about how maps render 

qualitative data analysis more accessible to visually oriented researchers. 

 

Figure 1.  Handdrawn map of emerging analytical categories 

The process of visualising the workshop conversation as a colour-coded map enabled me to make 

links between conversational topics, which had previously been obscured. The map in Figure 1 



 

shows the conversational flow and thematic clusters or ‘hotspots’ (circled) that became visible when 

I rendered the transcript as a single image.  

While the map facilitated a breakthrough in my analysis of the data, it fell short of enabling me to 

translate the analysis into the chapter text. To do this, I tried a number of different approaches. First, 

I tabled the conversational topics sequentially, but the table did not capture the flow of the 

conversation nor allow me to link topics. Next, I devised a template that mapped the transcript line 

by line so I could accurately represent how topics mapped onto each page, yet this was extremely 

time consuming and difficult to use. I then used the text highlighter in Word to code each of the 

analytical categories in colours that corresponded to the handdrawn map, through which I was able 

to ‘trace’ these categories from the map to the Word document text. In other words, I worked the 

analysis generated through the map back into the digital text. In the process, I refined the analytical 

categories. 

The next challenge was to translate the 67-page colour-coded Word document into a single page 

view to render the data accessible for close analysis. I reduced the document to 10%, the minimum 

viewing size, and took a screen grab (Figure 2).  

 

Figure 2.  Portrait map showing highlighted text in Word 

This process produced a different kind of map of the colour-coded transcript, which I saw as a more 

‘authentic’ representation than the hand drawn map, yet it lacked reference to the passing of time in 

the workshop. In InDesign, I inserted the screen grab, added a timeline, then page numbers to 

mark relevant data in each analytical category so I could identify them once the categories were 

stable enough to begin writing. The process enabled me to locate each analytical ‘hotspot’ in time 

(during the workshop) and place (in the transcript) (see Figure 3). 
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Figure 3.  Landscape map of highlighted data organised as time-based page spreads 

While more ‘accurate’ than the handdrawn map, I was still unable to use this new map to link topics 

into analytical categories across the transcript. I went back to my notebook and pen and sketched a 

significantly smaller map in which the colour-coded double page spreads were organised as a 

linear representation of the transcript. Underneath, I added page numbers and noted the 

conversation topics, while above, I drew lines that linked topics into analytical categories and added 

a timeline. Next, I translated the categories into a key, noting the page numbers in which topics fell 

(Figure 4).  

 

Figure 4.  Handdrawn map linking topics into analytical categories 

The underlying structure of the map organised the data into units of double page spreads, while the 

narrative topography described by the lines above the transcript that connect topics to one another 

within analytical categories interrupted the temporal linearity dominating both the workshop and 

transcript. Once this new handdrawn map was sketched, using the key as a guide, I tabled the 

linked data into the analytical categories in Word, a page of which is shown in Figure 5. 



 

 

Figure 5.  Analytical table generated from the handdrawn map 

Translated into the key, the analytical categories that emerged from this multi-modal mapping 

process made it relatively easy to interrupt the temporal linearity of the transcript narrative to 

identify which data to link, making it easier to select the ‘best’ data to analyse. In other words, the 

translational process of visualising data analysis using handdrawn and digital design methods 

enabled me to refine the analytical categories and select data for the chapter discussion. The 

theoretical framing for and description of how I translated this analysis to ’zine format follows. 

Short for fanzine, itself a contraction of fan and magazine, the ’zine is literally a cheaply produced 

and illustrated magazine or comic. Triggs’ (2009) feminist-informed analysis of riot grrrl ’zines 

guided my translation of the data analysis from text to word and image representations. Locating 

parts of the conversation in time (during the workshop) and in place (in the transcript), I extracted 

and illustrated these parts as episodes in a ’zine. Referencing a multi-character conversation in a 

story located within a larger narrative, like a sequence of frames in a comic, ’zine episodes use 

words and images to identify speakers and what they said and to show where they are positioned in 

relation to one another. Each ’zine episode corresponds to an analytical category, while comprising 

smaller units I am calling frames, which link conversational topics that appear at different times in 

the workshop and different places in the transcript. The episodes sit within the text of the chapter 

like a graphic novel, where the interplay between words and images communicate more than words 

alone (Sadokierski 2010).  

Visualising my analysis in ’zine format represents a methodological meta-language for theorising 

participants’ talk in the research event the group interview constitutes. Triggs (2009) suggests that 

events can be considered as ‘a particular type of gathering’ (p. 7), the outcome of which can take 

different forms, such as a ’zine. To illustrate, she describes the making of a ’zine by riot grrrls at 

Leeds in 1998 whereby collaboration in the production of the ’zine constitutes people participating 

in an event. For the riot grrrls, the ’zine is a site in which they can express the importance of the 

event, rather than a published record of the event. The resulting artifact is both a social document 

of a gathering and an encapsulation of the gathering itself: 

...in the written and visual language offered by each participant. For riot grrrls, 
collaboration reinforced a sense of community and a shared group identity while still 
providing individuals a separate, but equal voice. (p. 7). 

Thus, a ’zine is a discursive form that constitutes and also represents a shared group identity while 

providing space for each participant’s separate but equal voice (p. 37). Triggs argues that the ’zine 



 

format functions in multiple ways, for example, enabling participants to share experiences around 

highly sensitive issues, and providing a relational space for political thought and action. Citing 

Radway (2001), Triggs suggests that ’zines are ‘sites of performance’ that stage a tense cacophony 

of contending voices in which writers ventriloquize subject positions that jostle for control and 

dominance, rather than construct unitary, authentic selves (p. 37). Defined in terms of architecture, 

the ’zine provides a physical shape to seemingly abstract concepts and dynamic social 

relationships, as well as a physical space where the page and format visually accommodate as well 

as facilitate action, which is described as ‘refus[ing] to remain docilely within the lines, within the 

margins of a page, within the proper sequence of a book’s pages’ (p. 37).  

While a doctoral dissertation is clearly a different site of performance to a riot grrrl gathering, 

the ’zine constitutes an innovative format for visualising a feminist-informed analysis of qualitative 

research data. Translating the chapter analysis into ’zine episodes represents the research 

participants as ‘moving subjectivities’ (Richardson 1997, p. 87), multiply positioned and in dialogue 

with one another and me. The ’zine format enabled me to ‘show’ selected parts of the dialogical 

interaction between participants, while writing an interpretation of this interaction as a sequence of 

frames comprising words and images that communicate more than words alone. In other words, I 

was able to show the dialogical interactions in the workshop as my interpretation of what was 

produced through these interactions.  

Blurring the visual and textual and scholarly and literary genres through the ’zine format enabled 

me to translate and dramatise research conversations, experiment with narrative voice, and 

methodologically question: when are data, and what do they look like? Following Richardson, the 

translational work the ’zine performs embraces ‘the narrative both as a means of “knowing” and as 

a method of “telling” the sociological’ (p. 58). In other words, the ’zine format enabled me to 

represent my multiple subject positions in the research conversation as ethically responsible 

researcher, co-writer and participant, while the designer in me was authorised to speak as one who 

legitimately knows the methodologies of qualitative research. 

Extracted from my dissertation chapter, I next introduce the academics who participated in the 

group interview, using pseudonyms to de-identify them and the institution in which they work 

(Figure 6), followed by a discussion of two of the ’zine episodes that appear in my dissertation 

chapter. For clarity, I refer to my character as Teena, while identifying myself as author-researcher 

through ‘I’.  



 

         

 

The workshop begins as the academics take seats at the table with their coffees, 
while the digital recorder in the centre of the table marks the event as a research 

interview.  

Figure 6.  Introducing the research participants 

The introduction to the event represented above both names and shows each participant in specific 

relation to each other, in a particular space, for an extended period of time, with food and coffee to 

render the event less formal than the purpose it serves, to co-construct data for my doctoral 

research.  

As a methodological element of collective memory work that framed the group interview, the day 

before the workshop, I had asked the participants to describe, by writing in the third person, an 

incident where they felt they had made a difference as a design academic. The frame that follows 

(Figure 7) shows the participants talking about the experience of writing and what they wrote, which 

I interpret as articulating the relations between them, the people with whom they interact in their 

academic work in design and the material environment of the university in which they are employed.  
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Figure 7.  Frame one of ’zine episode one 

The first frame of the first ’zine episode shows, in images and words, data edited from the first two 

pages of the transcript, manipulated images drawn from my personal collection that represent the 

participants, conversational interjections and laughter. The frame encapsulates a multi-modal 

process of data analysis that shows each participant’s separate but equal voice and the group as a 

community, while also showing what they said, the effect of which visually constructs each 

participant in embodied relation to one another and the conversation. The ’zine format enabled me 

to judiciously omit parts of the conversation I saw as irrelevant or interruption, while consciously 

constructing a multi-voiced narrative that drew on the parts of the conversation I wanted to discuss. 

By positioning myself visually (my photograph) and textually (my talk) into this frame, I signal my 

ethical responsibility to the group, multiply positioned as researcher-author and researched-

participant to interpret what was said. In other words, the frame shows our conversation, as I saw it. 



 

As the first of two stages of analysis, the design process that translates data in the form of a text-

based transcript to a ’zine comprising words and images blurs the distinction between fiction and 

non-fiction and researcher and researched, while rendering visible the dynamic interaction between 

participants in a research interview. In the ’zine format, our conversation comes alive to the reader. 

As a second stage of analysis, following each frame is a discussion about the conversation it 

represents. While there is little space in this paper to include these discussions, the conversation in 

the previous frame (Figure 7) is linked to a conversation that appears much later in the workshop 

after the participants had discussed their writing, as represented in the following frame (Figure 8). 

As this frame appears in the final ’zine episode of the chapter, the colour difference signals a 

change in analytical category, while the page numbers locate the conversation towards the end of 

the 67-page transcript. 



 

Fig. 8.  Frame three, final ’zine episode 

Collectively in my dissertation chapter, the ’zine episodes translate a research text to visual mode 

to dramatically visualise the group interview as both a situated context-specific event and a site of 

performance. Generated through design methods, the episodes represent both a social document 

of the event and an encapsulation of the dialogical interaction between four design academics and 

me, for the purposes of my doctoral research. The images, typographic treatment, layout, 

composition, colours and lines organised into ’zine frames that reference comic book narratives 

translate, perform and enhance qualitative data analysis and its representation, while also 

generating space for participants’ separate but equal voices. Translating the data text and my 

analysis of it as an interplay between word and image in ’zine format physically shows the 

constructedness of research texts while rendering them ‘alive’ to readers. 

Together, the ’zine episodes and the discussions that follow each frame demonstrate how multi-

modal representations of data analysis can communicate more than words alone. As a 

methodological metalanguage for theorising research participants’ talk, the use of design methods 

to translate data analysis in my dissertation represents experimentation with narrative voice that 

visualises and dramatises how I interpreted the dialogical interaction between participants as one of 

many possible interpretations. ’Zines blur the distinction between truth and interpretation, and 

collapse the distinction between researcher and researched in research texts. I see the ’zine as a 

mindful and ethically responsible format through which researchers may construct the worlds in 

which their participants inhabit. The ’zine’s capacity to translate qualitative data analysis from 

textual to visual modes legitimizes professional design knowledge as scholarship and extends 

possibilities for alternative translational methods for analysing and representing qualitative research 

data.   

In conclusion, the visual communication design methods described in this paper function as more 

than to merely illustrate qualitative research. I argued that the ways in which designers utilise their 

professional skill, knowledge and practices to analyse and represent research in innovative multi-

modal formats is translational work. The term ‘translation’ occupies a middle ground between 

visual/textual, practical/theoretical and professional/scholarly binaries that also disrupts boundaries 

around qualitative research data analysis and its representation. While design scholars often use 

their professional design methods to support their own scholarly practices, such methods have the 

potential to move beyond disciplinary boundaries. Design methods beyond those used in visual 

communication may assist scholars in broader design and other professional fields to generate, 

manage, analyse and represent research findings in a range of media modalities. Once 

documented, such methods may trigger cross-disciplinary research conversations that contribute to 

methodological innovations and collaboration beyond design. 
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